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We develop a unified sequence of models to examine the determinants of price, output, 
profitability and concentration for different kinds of oligopolistic markc:t. We relate various 
magnitudes of significance to judges of welfare arid to policy makers, such as consumer surplus, 
profit, or added benefits of employment or trade surplus, to observable magnitudes such as the 
size and concentration of the market. It emerges that various app::opriately formulated 
Herfindahl indices are useful in several of these relations. We attempt to present results in a way 
that is useful for empirical investigations and pay particular attention to applications in trade 
and development. 

1. Introduction 

Mod!& of oligopoly that permit empirical evaluation of welfare have made 
substantial progress from Bain’s important work on structure-performance 
relationships. This paper offers some further developments of the more 
modern theory and applies the framework to some relatively new questions. 

The earliest models expressed a measure of performance, such as the pro!? 
rate, as a function of a measure of structure, such a5 a concentration ratio. 
The form of the functional relation was governed by the oligopolists 
condul=t. In fact the studies were largely ad hoc, the choice of the measure 
being dictated by data availability, and the specification of the functional 
form by the linear regression format. A further problem was thtz implicit 
assumption of exogeneity of the structure. Since conduct involves setting 
quantities or prices for outputs, it is hard to see how dany theory of oligopoly 
could take a concentration index to be exogenous. Finally, the welfare 
implications of the performance measure were usually left very tenuous. 
Surveys; and discussions of this work can be found in Weiss ( 197 1 I, Scherer 
(1980, ch. 9) and Jacquemin and de Jong (1977, pp. 142.- 144). 

*We are grateful to John Cable, Keith Cowling, Paul Stoneman and a referee for very helpful 
comments. 
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cant step forward was to base the relationship on an explicit 
conduct, as in Stigler (1964) and Cowling and Waterson (1976). 

th~or~sing pointed out preferred choices Iof the measures of structure 
rmance, usualiy respectively the Hirschmann-Herfindahl index anb 

rgin. However, the issue of exogeneity was not considered, 
e price-cost margin was not explicitly translated into a welfare 

Encaoua ;ind Jacquemin (1980) define a Lerner index of monopoly 
r the industry as #a function of similar indices for the individual 

that establish a qualitative link between the in 
lcvci of we’ifare restrict the functional form. 

hting schemes compatible with the axioms, we can express the 
ex in telrms of difierent concentration indices. However, 
nection ;Ibetween such measures and wlelfare is still weak. 

ct was partly remedied by Dansby and Willig (1979). They 
best conceivable local welfare improvement from an 

fistk equilibrium in terms of a concentration index. Different 
tions about con&.~ct ted to the choice of a different index. Apart from 

this approach has the shortcoming of providing only an 
aund for achievable welfare improvements. This is because the 

in the direction of steepest ascent of welfare may not in fact 
le using the available 

I is paper we present a 
instruments. 
unified treat ment with the same ultimate aims, 

ely to link performance and structure in oligopoly, but without these 
efects. First. our analysis is based on explicit models, so the relevant 

KS of structure and performance emerge naturally. Next, our welfare 
nd global, i.e., we compute the deadweight loss associated 
ic equilibrium directly instead of relying on a proxy like 

e price-cost martin. We do also obtain expressions in terms of this margin 
facilitate estimation. Thirdly, although the relation between the two 
ogenous variables measuring structure and performan’ce can be 

p in mind its limitations., and carry out comparative statics 
terms of variables which appear more naturally as exogenous like demand 

fogy parameters or policy variables like tax rates. 
co emphasize two special aims. First, we have tried! to cast the 

terms of observables as far as possible, in order to improve its 
his end, we have often used special functional! forms and 

tions. Secondly, and with greater novelty, we haT.re attempted to 
ions of the approach beyond its traditiona confines of 
ion in a closed advanced economy. It is apparent that 
t elements of oligopoly in contexts of international trade 

countries. In extractive and manufacturing industries, and 
ere is often significant cojncentlration due to I:he 

national firms, governmental coordination of trading 
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activities, or their being channelled through a small number of trading, 
houses. The available literature studies the repercussions of internationai: 
competitio.n on domestic structure-perfe)rmance relationships, e.g. Hitiris. 
(1978) and Pagoulatas and Sorenson (1976), or on regulatory policy, e.g. 
White (1974) or Katrak (1979), but not oligopoly in international trade itself. 

In such cZontexts, there are special features we have to take into account 
when evaluating welfare. In the usual treatment of a modern industry, it is 
implicitly assumed that the marginal cost in the mairket is a good measure of 
the social opportunity cost of resources. This is often less true in 
international trade due to inappropriate exchange rates, and in less 
developed countries due to domestic factor market distortions. Methods have 
evolved for evaluating shadow prices in such contexts where they differ from 
market prices. We show how the expressions for the deadweight loss can bc 
modified to incorporate the necessary corrections. 

A second issue concerns the appropriate model of conduct. Most 
conventional structure-conduct-performance studies are based on a 
generalised Cournot model with conjectural variations. This is a surprisingly 
rich model, and arguably the best available tool for studying industrial 
oligopoly. However, in some situations in developing countries, it may be 
more appropriate to think of large foreign firms as being in a position of 
leadership relative to a competitive fringe of small domestic firms. Therefore 
we examine a model of price leadership in section 3, following the conjectural 
variations moldel developr=d in the next section. Section 4 contains concluding 
remarks. 

For the most part, we confine the formal model to one of quantity or price 
setting. Other variables such as advertising, or research and development 
expenditures, can be incorporated at the cost of greater algebraic complexity. 
We indicate some implications for these dimensions that are suggested by 
our simple basic model. 

2. Conjectural variations 

2.J. The model 

We derive in this sub-section the equilibrium price and output of each firm 
in a conjectural variations model of an industry with a homogeneous 
product and a small number of firms. Once equilibrium has been calculated 
one can work out other measures, in particular concentration and welfare 
loss, fairly easily. WC consider in subsequent sub-sections various 
applications, modifications and re-interpretations of the model. In sub- 
section 2.2 we introduce foreign owned firms, and in sub-section 2.3 we 
consider the problem of a firm choosing where to locate production. If 
market costs and prices do not reflect social opportunity costs then 
calculations of welfare lcasses have to be modified: this problem is examined 
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in sub-section 2.4 using shadow prices. A re-interpretation of the model is 
red in sub-section 2.5 which shows how it can be used to analyse a world 

for primary products produced by different countries and purchased 
rent firms. Some effects of technical progress are discussed in sub- 

tion 2.6 and in subsection 2.7 we show how parameter changes, such as in 
costs, affect concentration in equilibrium. 

‘The OUtpUt of firm i is Xi, and total output is X =Ci xi. Writing p for the 
arkct price, let the inverse demand function for the market be 

p=dw. (1) 

ihbrium depends on the conduct of the firms, or the ‘rules of the game’. 
hile no unique, universally valid, solution can be given, a wide variety of 

sible outcomes can be captured in a conjectural variations model. 
“VVc trke firm r”s belief about the responses of other firms to its output 

ges as given by 

dxk/d,xi = x(xd-xi) for k # i. 

Thus a 1’7; increase in xi is believed to provoke an cex increase in the output 
f each of the other firms. The (case sc=O is that of Cournot; the extreme 

1 is where each firm believes that the others will always try to preserve 
ir market shares. Cases of LX CO are also conceivable, working towards 

‘accommodating behaviour on part of other firms, an example being <There 
adjust their outputs to keep price constant. Our model allows then 
ive behaviour which may be tacit. 

assumption that 01 is the same for each firm’s belief about each other 
s, of course, special, and is made for algebraic simplicity, which 

improves the applicability of the theory. It captures the case where al’i firms 
are in the o‘iigopoly on broadly equal terms. 

The coefllicient Q can be interpreted as a subjective probability of 
retaliation by other firms. For e:xamyiE, if a is the probability that firms will 

nd by preserving their market !;hares and (1 -a) is the probability of 
ot behaviour, the outcome will Ibe the same, provided there is risk 
ity in t,he sense that firms maximise their expected profits. A related 

terpretation is that (1 -a) is the degree of credibility of a threat of output- 
aintenance by other firms. 

s beliefs about other firms’ acti’ons, firm i will calculate its 
r expected marginal revenue, 

(px,:)/dxi = p + xi#‘(X) 1+ Q C (XJxi) 
k :# i 

(3) 



where 

127 

and 

8 =: -(plX)(dX!dp) = elasticity GX~ market demand, . 

si :=-xi/X = market share of firm i. 

We assume that each firm has constant unit variable (equal to marginal) cost, 
L’i for tirm i. 

To maximize its profit, firm i will set the perceived marginal revenue equal 
to marginal cost. This yields the relation 

p{ t - Ca + (l - OI)Si]/E} = Ci, (4 

provided firm i decides to supply to this ma.rket at all. The only serious 
problem this qualification can pose arises if OI= ‘1. Then (4) cannot hold for 
all i when the ci are unequal. When all firms try to maintain their market 
shares, only the least-cost ones survive. We henceforth leave that case aside, 
and assume a 4: 1. Then we can concentrate attention on the firms which are 
active; suppose’ there are n of them. 

Adding eq. (4) across the active firms, we have 

p{M(l -a/E)-(1 -a)/&] =z Ci9 

where the summation on the right-hand side isunderstood to be over the 
range of i going from 1 to n. Since t; is a function of p, eq. (5) can be solved 
for its only unknown p. The solution is simple and explicit if E is constant. 
We therefore ayproximate the demand curve by a constant-elasticity curve, 
i.e., we take 

X=.4p_“. (6) 

This conforms with the practice of regarding the elasticity of market demand 
a:.; an exogenous parameter in much of industria! economics. 

Then (5) can be solved for the price. Writing c :=c ci/jr, we have 

p=C/‘l --a/E-(1 -a)/(m)}. (7) 

In the Cournot case, tlhis becomes p = ?/{ I- l/(n&)), i.e., the average firm’s 
cost marked up by a factor corresponding to the perceived demand elasticii y 
facing the average firm. If the other parameters and variables are known or 
observed, (7) allows us to calculate a. 
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the equilibrium price is known, it is easy to compute the other 
es. On dividing (4) by (5), we CZI solve for firm i’s shax 

1 --a)-(($){(E-+x)/(1 -a)- l/n}. (V 

ing the market size X, we can find firm i’s sales xi = X+ 
7) and (8) defmne the market price and the firm’s market shares in 

basic parameters of the problem: demand elasticity, costs, the 
firms, and the conjecture parameter. This permits some 

tive statics: for example, market share decreases as the marginal 
ith si 8 b/n according as Ci >< 6. 

relate the market shares to the price-cost margins by 

1 - Z))((JI - Ci)/p) - a/( 1 - a). (9) 

1, but it must be remembered that there are endogenous 
th sides of the equation. 
urn having been determined, we now examine its effects, in 

its costs and oenefits for various groups. To do this we need a 
arison, i-e,, an alternative to which the equilibrium we have 
compared. The most straightforward is to assume that the 

uct is bought from the cheapest source, i.e., at cost c* where 

c* = min c- 17 (10) 

hat price is set equal to this marginal cost c*. 
e attraction of this reference standard comes from the usual economic 
of production efficiency and marginal-cost pricing. Thus it serves as a 
mark for the purpose of discussing the effects of concentration and 

in concentration; it captures the notion that oligopoly forces 
to face prices which are ‘too high’. However, it must be 
that we are not suggest+ing that the alternative state of affairs is 

te, or that the countries should necessarily strive to establish it. Pn 
if there are any fixed costs of production, then marginal-cost 

uld have to be accompanied by lump-sum transfers to cover the 
This would be particularly difficult in the context of 

parison of the equilibrium with the benchmark is shown in fig. 1. 
w lost by the price being p rather than c* is the area 
area gives the firms’ profits ignoring fixed costs. The 

nsion Iof each step corresponds to lihe output of each firm, or 
ual-cost firms, and :he height of the step is the cost. 
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The loss of consumer surplus can be evaluated iis 

5 Ap-“&p=(A/(l -E)){$ -‘--Cam -“> 
C+ 

=(Ap’--“/(l -&))(l -@*l/J)’ -“I 

=(R/(l -E)){ ?I -(c*/pj’ -“i, wj 1 

where R = pX is the value of sales in the market. 

Since c* is not readily observable, we cast this into a different iorm. Let s* 
be the market share of the least-cost firm (or of each of a group of firms with 
equal least cost). This is easier to observe than c*. The model indicates that 
the least-cost firm will also have the biggest market share. Thus, if it is 
judged that there are say k firms with nearly equal and lowest costs, then s* 
can be approximated by CR(k)/k, where CR(k) is the usual X-firm 
concentration ratio. Now (4) implies 

c*lp = 1 - [O! + (1 - ct)FJ&. 

Substituting in (1 l), the lost consumer surplus becomes 

(12) 

1 Ap-“dp=(R/(l -E))( 1 -(a+(1 -a)s*/‘~l’-“f. 
c* 



c is small compared to unity (for example, if behaviour is 
non-collusive and the least-cost firm is small, or if the price-elasticity 

nd is Iarge), we can use the approximation (I -z)% 1 - 02, valid for 

Ct3 OiTN% 

. n for the lost consumer surplus in terms of 
that s* is a measure of concentration: a new 

elated to the usual concentration ratios. The added feature is 
r of firms to be chosen for inclusion in the measure is not 

but is given by the economic consideration of their being the least- 

s tlurn to the profit of the firms operating in this industry. This is 

f is the Herfindahl index of concentration for the market. 
hown how certain concentration indices can reflect important 

en that the choice of an appropriate index 
sked. Therefore it is i.mportant to have a 
h will indicate the relevant directions for 

rshaliian’ measure of welfare would be the sum of 
es. In terms of fig. f, this would mean 

the shaded area of producers’ gain from the area ABCD ot’ 
haded area as the net, or dead-weight, loss 
arginal-cost pricing. Such an approach is 

r of obj,ections. some of which are particularly important 
ever-present concern is that for distribu- 

ar of gain to consumers is seen as more valuable than a dollar of 
y giving a weight less than one to producer 

ate consumer surplus also neglects distri- 
ers. This could be dealt with, in principle, 



by similar weighting techniques for different consumer groups. Pn practice 
this might be rather complicated. In any case, the choice of weights is a 
matter of value judgement. We will therefore merely present separately the 
different components which might be of interest to a policy-maker. A fine 
enough division may not always be practicable, but separate calculations of 
aggregate consumer surplus and profit are easy enough. Other specific 
questions will be discussed as we turn to applications. 

2.2. Foreign-owned firms 

We begin with a case where some of the firms supplying to this market are 
owned by foreigners. This can raise several new issues. At a minimum. in its 
welfare evaluation the government may wish to treat the profits of domestic 
and foreign firms differently. Ht is easy to compute separate expressions for 
the two, and express them in terms of concentration indices, following the 
same steps as in thz derivation of (15), but extending the range of summation 
only over the appropriate subslet of firms. For foreign firms, writing their 
profits as 17, an, [JJ indicating summation as i ranges over them by XV, we 
have 

f-i, = (R/&&[M + (1 - a)sJs,. 

Now let pF be the share of foreign firms in the macket, and let H, be the 
Herfindahr index of concentration among the foreign lirms only, i.e., 

In exactly analogous notation for the domestic firms, we have 

The profit of each group of firms is thus related to the Herfindahl index of 
concentration within that group. This again highlights the importance of 
indices of concentration, and of choosing the appropriate one. 

If the policy-maker treated domestic consumer surplus and profit equally, 
but neglected foreign profits altogether, for example, the net we!fdrs ioss from 
oligopoly compared to marginal-cost pricing wouid be given by (14) minus 

( 171. 

2.3. Location of production 

When some or all of the firms in this market are transnationais, they may 
locate prod:lction in one country to supply to another. Note that this 
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cstion is distinct from that of ownership. If the market prices of factors 
ual their social opportunity costs, there is no concern for the level of 

uction as such. However, when the two differ, policy-makers in :.he 
ome country may have welfare objectives like employment that are not 

captured in the product-market deadweight loss expressions. Here we see 
how such concerns relate to the ohgopolistic market structure. 

The constant marginal cost ci for firm i can be interpreted as the delivered 
cost to the market. If the firm’s sources of supply are indexed by j, write cij 
for the constant marl; -inai cost of supplying the market from source j. Much 

f the traditional theory of transnationals can be seen as explaining thy 
sons for differences among tiie cij; a recent survey is in Hood and Young 
79, ch. 21, We build on thi! basis to find the optimum production plan. 

Firm i will choose quantities Xij of supplies from the various sources to 

minimise C Cuxij subject to C xij= xi. 
I j 

This is obvtously achieved by choosing only one non-zero xii, namely that 
for the source with the least cost among the cij. This smallest cost is then ci. 
In other words, the decision about the source of supply is a purely 
technological one, independent of the oligopolistic structure. Therefore the 
country’s cost-benefit analysis of its industrial production policy can be 
conducted indepe ndcntly of its domestic regulatory policy. 

This conclusion will have to be modified if there are significant fixed costs 
so .hat decisions of whether to operate some supply sources at all are 
imp<,rtarst. Marginal costs varying significantly with output will also entail 
modifications as will any government-imposed link between where 
production takes place and the right to supply to a country. However, some 
support for the above proposition can be found in the increasing world-wide . 

integration of production in industries like automobiles. 

2.4. Skndow prices 

Like most industry analyses, ours is of a partial eqailibrium nature. It is 
important to understand the practical significance of this in our context. 
Once that is done, we can devise procedures to correct for the significant 
effects that the earlier simple framework neglects. 

K’artial equilibrium analysis focuses on one industry, effectively 
summarising the rest of the economy in the form of the marginal costs of 

reduction in this industry. Some feedback effects, such as those on the 
emand curve in this industry arising from the profit generated in it, can be 

neglected so long as the industry is only a small part of the economy. 
However, the implicit assumption that the marginal cost of output reflects 
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the true social opportunity cost can be questioned N-II several grounds. The 
commonest grounds are those of monoploly, external effects, taxes, and 
administered prices and w:Iges associated with non-clearing markets. If there 
are significant distortions of this kind in the rest of the economy, then the 
financial marginal cost facing the industry under study will differ from the 
true social opportunity cost, and the difference cannot be calculated without 
paying attention to the rest of the economy. This ‘general problem of the 
second-best’ cannot be completely solved without constructing the model of 
the economy as a whole. However, there are particular aspects of practical 
significance that can be taken into account by some approximate devices. 
The two that we discuss here concern employment and the balance of 
payments. 

Consider employment first. In a fully employed economy,.an extra person 
in the industry in question can only be hired from the rest of the economy. 
The social opportunity cost of this employment in a competitive labour 
market is just the market wage rate. In an economy with unemployment or 
labour-market distortions, the two may differ. In particular, in less dleveloped 
countries there are well-known systematic forces causing such differences; an 
exposition of the issues and methods for calculating shadow wage rates can 
be found in Little and Mirrlees (1974) and other manuals for cost-benefit 
analysis. Here we show how we can use the shadow wage to obtain the 
welfare effects of employment that arc: on a comparable basis with the 
product-market deadweight loss measures. We consider a closed economy 
for algebraic simplicity; the additional features brought in by trade can be 
incorporated as in sub-sections 2.2 and Z.3. 

Suppose the shadow wage is a fraction ct) of the market wage. Then a 
fraction (1 -w) of the market cost of labour to the industry is not true social 
cost. We should therefore exclude it from the costs, or alternatively ad9 it to 
the consumer and producer surpluses, to obtain a better measure of welfare. 
Let labour costs be a fraction 8 of marginal costs. Then the adde:d benefit 
from employment is given by 

(1 - fX)O~ CiXi = (1 - w)eRC (c :/p)( Xi/X) 
i 

using (4) for simplification. 
Note that in principle the existence o$ oligopoly in our industry will affect 

the value of the shadow wage rate, a fact which will have been typically 
ignored by those computing that magnitude. However, this is a general 
equilibrium consideration that may be safely ignored so long as the industry 
is a small part of the economy. 



The treatment of the balance of payments is similar. If the home currency 
is overvalued. the social opportunity cost ot‘ imports exceeds the official 

nancial cost. We can then s;iy that the shadow price of foreign exchange is 
than its market price. Suppose it is (1 + ;1) times the latter. Then we 

awe tc> recognise that a further multiple 2. of any foreign exchange costs) 
st te subtracted from the consumer and producer slirplus calculations. 

foreign exchange cost is all uuf the cost for firms who import the product, 
an appropriate fraction of lthe cost for those who produce locally. The 

digression for the additional foreign exchange costs is then straightforward 
alculate. and involves Herfindahl indices for the appropriate segments of 
market. We omit the details to save space. A,gain, the problem is 

titularly significant in less developed countries, and Little and Mirrlees 
tc. indicate methods of calculating the shadow cost of foreign exchange. 

The organisation of markets fior primary products which are extracted or 
uced in a number of countries is a matter of great and increasing 

tame. Many of these can be modelled as an oligopoly where country 
es arc channelled to the world market by private firms. Governments 

aitempt to extract some of the profits through royalties or taxes. For ease of 
chposition, suppose that each country is linked to a distinct firm, with the 
index i denoting a country and its firm. Let the extraction costs per unit of 

utput be hi, and the tax rates (ci- E7i), SO the costs to the firms are cia There 
is a :world (derived) demand curve for the product, given ‘by eq. (1). 

7he formal model of the oligopolistic equilibrium is exactly that presented 
in the main p2,r! 0 f this section, and the solution can be read off from eqs. 
6449). The new feature comes from the tax revenues of the countries, 

understand the 
with respei: t to 

countries’ incentives to levy 
the tax rates, or equivalently, 

such taxes, we 
the ci. We have 

different iate 

e two terms on the right-hand side reflect the usuai conflict between 
creased revenue on the existing tax base, and the erosion of this base, as 

es are raised. For a more detailed analysis of the second effect, we 
at Eli = XS, = A/T - “s; and 



Now differentiation of (7) yields 

while 

These 
taxes, 
tax is 

(22a) 

from (9) after some simplification, 

results give rise to an interesting jconflict. At an initial point with no 
the second term in (20) is zero. Thb revenue gain from a small per unit 
therefore proportional to .Q. This Iinakcs the incentive,, to initiate such a 

system of taxes greatest for the largest (ij.e., least-cost) producers. For further 
marginal increments of the taxes, ho&ver, the base erosion effects arise. 
From (21) and (22a) and (22b) we see th$t both components of this effect are 
larger for the lower-cost producers. Thuis the base erosion effect operates in 
the direction of giving the larger, i.e., lo\lfer-cost, producers an incentive to be 
more moderate in intercountry discussions on raising the tax rates. Both 
these observations find support in the nl.arkets for crude oil, metal ores, etc., 
although in each case one can doubtlesjs find other arguments that support 
the same facts. 

2.6. Techid progress 

A proper theory of technical progrc’ss in oligopoly must be dynamic, 
considering how market conditions affe?:t and in turn are affected by the 
research and development activities nf \he firms. Some recent attempts to 
build such a theory have appeared in t? literature, for example, Dasgupta 
and Stiglitz (1980). Further work along/ those lines would be outside our 
present scope. However, some simple infeirences from our earlier static model 
enable us to shed some light on the quesion of the rate of technical progress 
and its relation to concentration, and to; do so in a way that is empirically I 

testable in the familiar structure--perform;lnce framework. 
Central to nearly all analyses of the jrates of growth of products and of 

technical progress is the question of @ofitability. Consider a firm .-:I an 
oligopolistic industry of the kind that Nas examined in the* first parr of this 
section, This firm’s profits are 

I7i = (p - Ci)Xi* (231 

The firm can undertake activities to reduce its unit cost; these might be 
research, exploration, or merely organisational improvement. Its incentive to 



its perception of increased profits as the result. The 
of a reduction1 in L’i comes from two sources. First is the 
the change in the right-hand side of (23) with p and xi 
we have the effect of an induced change in xi, including 

nse of other firms, and leading to a change in the market 
and logically consistent, to assume that the firm uses the 

fs abut the responses of (iother firms iin making this calculation as 
calculating its profit-maximising output choice. Then, the firm 

such a perceived profit-maximising point in equilibrium, its 
n of a marginal effect on profit from an output change is of the 

r of smallness. This is just an unusual use of the Wong-Viner- 
T‘ envelop theorem. Thus the perceived response of profits to unit 

~~~*~ cost-reducing activities will respond to this 
imple case where the proportional rate of 

-refated to the return, i.e., 

perceived return. 
cost-reduction is 

dcJdr) = - kxiq (25) 

by c-, an3 using (4). we have 

dc’,jidr = ks,Xpf( 1 - ~XIC) -(( 1 -- ~):/C)Si). 

over i, we obtain the rate of reduction of the average of the firms’ 

d#dr)=kWf(i -Q/E)-((l- z)/L)H}, 

- dc/dr = (A.R/‘n){( 1 -- Z/E) - (( 1 - a)/&)H}. (26) 

that, other things equal, reduction of unit costs will occur on the 
re rapidly in large markets (large R), but more slowly in more 

markets (iarge H). 

rtanw of the Merfindahl index in describing various 
in this model, \we ask how that index will change as costs of the 



firms change. We have 

8Hfik, = 2x s,{asjf dci). 
j 

(2-o 

We already have an expression in (22b) for asJdci. When j# i, we find 
similarly 

asjfaci = (&I( 1 - a))( l/P) 

Substituting into (27) and simplifying, 

aHfiki=(2~f(1 -a))(lfp) . 

(28) 

(29) 

Thus a rise in the cost for firm i will raise the Herfindahl index if its own 
share is less than the weighted average of all the firms’ shares, the relative 
weights being simply the costs. The general intuition is clear: since the costs 
of turns and their market share are negatively related, a rise in the cost of a 
low-share firm, by further lowering its share, will raise the concentration 
index. What (29) does is to give a precise formulation of the relevant concept 
of a low share. 

3. Price leadership 

In this section we consider an alternative market structure, where a group 
of collusive firms coexists with a competitive fringe. This model may be 
particularly appropriate in the context of some newly industrialising less 
developed countries, where modern industry is dominated by large foreign 
firms, and a fringe of competitive domestic firms supplies a closely related 
product. With this application in mind, we construct a model of an industry 
where the goods are imperfect substitutes, although the :;pecial case of a 
homogeneous product is also examined. 0ther potential applications include 
the world petroleum market, where the major companies (and countries) 
attempt to exercise leadership and the independents follow. Related models 
include Encoua and Jacquemin (1980), where the dominant firms can be less 
than perfectly collusive, and Dickson (1978), where the domestic firms act as 
collusive price leaders with a fringe of competitive foreign firms. 

With our main application in mind, we focus on the magnitudes of the 
consumer surplus and the prot’its of the collusive firms, and also find the 
effects on employment. The procedure is standard. We stipulate a system of 
demand functions for the set of products. The ccrnditions of equilibrium of 



the competitive fringe can then be used to obtain the residual demands for 
the collusive firms, and their joint profit-maximising choices calculated. In 
our partial equilibrium framework, it is harmless to aggregate the fringe 

IO& into one. We also assum? this good to be produced under conditions 
constant average cost co, - then its competitive price p. equals co. As to the 

stem, a constant-elasticity assumption is no longer appropriate. 
ucts are sufftciently close substitutes that demands can be reduced 

to for sufficiently high prices. Therefore we use the approximation of 

here M-C ct goods produced by the collusive group, with a vector c of their 
and a ‘vector p of prices. The demand for the fringe good is 

1. i’e.., it depends on its own price as well as the prices of the substitute 
he dcmancls for those goods depend on the same (n+ 1) prices, and 

tis a vector function &?O,p). We use the following linear 

is a symmetric positive defmite n-by-n matrix reflecting substitution 
the collusit~ goods, and h gives the substituti on effects between the 

e good and collusive goods. 
c profits of the* co!iGve group are given by 

ilIP{,. p) -7 (p - C)(Cl + hp,, - Bp). (32) 

that 11 is 
this is 

chosen collusively to maximise (32). The first-order 

ish gives a profit-maximising price 

p* = B ‘(a + hp,). (3% 

ic interpretation. From the demand function (31) and the 
see that d(po, q*)=O, i.e., p* is the price vector of co!lusive 

po., implies zero demand for these goods. Thus (34) tells 
! the collusive profit-maximising price vector is the average of the unit 

rice which completely chokes off demand. 



The profit-maximising output is obtained by substituting from (34) into 
(31) and using p. = co. We have 

.Y = B(p’ - p) - B(p -c). (36) 

Then the maximised profits of the group are given by 

f7=(p-c)‘x=x’B-?x. - (37) 

Since the matrix B is positive definite, so is its inverse. Thus (37) is a 
positive definite quadratic Torn in the outputs x of the collusive group. Write 
X for the total CTxI., and s for the vector of shares si=xi/X. Note that with 
heterogeneous products the sum Crxi must be taken after the xi have been 
converted into common units; this could be achieved by defining the units of 
each good so that a unit of good i has the same value as a unit of good j. 
Then (37) can be written as 

f7=X2(s B-Is). (38) 

A positive definite quadratic form in shares is a convex function of the 
shares, and therefore has many of the desirable attributes of a concentration 
index. We consider a particularly simple and attractive case. Suppose the 
substitution matrix satisfies 

B-l== (39;. 

where /? lies between 0 and 1. Intuitively, this entails symmetry within the 
group of foreign goods in the sense that substitution behaviour between any 
pair is the same as that between any other pair. Then (38) becomes 

f7=X2[B+(l -/3)H-J, (40) 

where H = &$ is the Herfindahl index for the collusive firms. 
The benefit to the country from the existence of alternatives to the fringe 

good is given by the difference between the consumer surplus at prices (po,p) 
and that at prices (po,p*); recall that p* is the price where there are zero 
purchases of the foreign good, and that fringe firms producing at constant 
costs and selling competitively always have p. =c, and zero profits. The 



nction consistent with the demand functions (32) ,and (33) 

he benefit as measured by the consumer surplus is 

for p from (34) in (41). after routine manipulations, we find that 
umer surplus gain is exactly in, where 17 is the tnaximised collusive 

ential gains from trade if the whole market were competitive would 
iven by the surplus associated with the price vector (c,,c) as compared 
that at the prices ((qO,~*), i.e., 

It ici again straightforward to show that this expression equals 277. 
These reuir:s are in some ways extensions of the findings of Cowling and 

elier ( 1978) and others on the welfke costs of monopoly. They can be 
strated very simply using a dPagram in the homogeneous product case. In 
T wc show a linear residual demand curve for the price leader, and the -. 

P 

quantity 

Fig. 2 
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corresponding marginal revenue curve, The quantity produced by the leader, 
BG, is equal to half of BC, the quantity that would arise if price were set 
equal to marginal cost. The gain of consumer surplus from having a profit- 
maximising price leader is the triangle ADE, which is half of this firm’s profit 
DEW, which is in turn half of the consumer surplus gain that would arise 
with a competitive firm instead, namely the triangle ACB. 

The implications of this model for a less developed country industrialising 
with the involvement of transnationals can now be drawn. The presence of 
the transnationals permits a benefit equal to half of their profits in 
comparison with autarky. But we have also seen that the collusive behaviour 
of the oligopolists means that the gains from trade are only one quarter of 
their potential under an ideal competitive state, these potential gains being 
twice the profits. Finally we established that for certain forms of the demand 
functions these profits can be expressed in terms of the Herfindahl index for 
the transnationals. Here once again, just as in the models with homogeneous 
products of the previous section, a Herfindahl index is useful in summarising 
market conditions, reflecting both profits of transnationals and net benefits 
to the domestic economy. However, we should stress that the group of firms 
over which such an index is to be calculated differs depending on the 
component of net benefits being measured. 

With heterogeneous products it is natural to think of advertising and 
persuasion by firms to turn consumer demand in their favour. The potential 
for this can be seen clearly in our model. We can write the trarisnationals’ 
maximised profits (37) as 

n=(p-c)‘B’(p-c). (42) 

This is a positive definite quadratic 
latter are given by the expression 

@- ‘(a + bp()) - C-J, 

form in the profit margins (p-c). The 

(43) 

from (34) and (35). The transnationals will therefore have an incentive to 
make a and b as large as possible, given that all products are mutual 
substitutes so that the matri;i B- ’ has all elements p&ive. Increasing a 

means that the price-insensitive part of the transnationals’ demand is strong, 
while increasing b means that small price reductions for their own goods 
switch demand sharply away from the domestic good whose price is fixed by 
the cost of production. 

It is again straightforward to discuss the employment implications in this 
model by linking them to output. Consider an extreme case where all of the 
transnationals’ supply is imported f Torn abroad. The loss in domestic sales 



from having the imports of the transnationals is 

do(co, p*) - do(co, p) = b a(p - c) = b’B - 5. (44) 

Thus employment loss depends linearly on the profit margins, or the outputs, 
of the transnationals. If we assume additional symmetry in making all 
components of G equal, i.e., the domestic good substitutable to the same 
extent with any of the foreign goods, then the loss of domestic firms’ sales 
becomes simply proportional to X,, the aggregate output of the transnationals. 

4. Concluding remarks 

Our intention in this paper has been to provide a unified treatment of 
models of oligopoly and welfare which ink peformance or outcomes tg 
market structure. We attempted to *.nxpress results in terms of the underlying 
parameters of the model, such as those for cost and demand, instead of 
proxies like price-cost margins, and to identify those measures of structure, 
e.g. concentration indices, and performance which emerge naturally in the 
expressions for important aspects of equilibrium such as profits, welfare 
losses and so on. One of our particular arms in the analysis has been to 
produce results which (are in terms of observable variables so that the theory 
can readily be applied. Secondly we wished to show how the theory could be 
interpreted and extended to allow the analysis of oligopoly in international 
trade, for example the operation of transnationals in less developed countries. 

In our discussion of a market for a. homogeneous product with conjectural 
variations by participating firms we have seen how the Herfindahl index 
plays an important role in expressions for profit and welfare loss. We showed 
how imperfections in markets for factors used in the industry could be 
introduced into the welfare analysis. We offered a re-interpretation of the 
model as one of several suppliers of a primary commodity to a world 
market. A simple model of the relation between technical progress and 
concentration was developed and we examined the relation between 
parameter changes and concentration indices. 

In section 3 on price leadership we introduced an analysis of collusive 
firms producing different products combined with a competitive fringe, 
motivated in part by a wish to provide a theoGra1 framework, and 
especially indices, for the analysis of the operation lof t.ansnational 
companies in less-developed countries. We showed how even in this case of 
heterogeneous products simple expressions for profits and welfare loss could 
be deriveld and again the Herfindahl index played an important role. 

We have found that received theories of oligopoly and welfare, if suitably 
developed and extended, can provide a useful explanation of several features 
of trade in the presence of oligopoly. Further we found that many important 
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components of a welfare analysis could be related to simple observable 
magnitudes and indices so that the theory should be capable of useful 
application to policy problems in the analysis of ol;gopoly with or without 
trade and in both developed and less-developed countries. 
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